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       Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.8 side constitute the zenith; the vital functions on his bottom side constitute the nadir; and all his vital functions together constitute all the quarters. "About this self (atman), one can only say 'not—, not—.' He is ungraspable, for he cannot be grasped. He is undecaying, for he is not subject to decay. He has nothing sticking to him, for he does not stick to anything. He is not bound; yet he neither trembles in fear nor suffers injury. Truly, Janaka, you have attained freedom from fear." After Yajnavalkya had said this, Janaka of Videha replied: "May that freedom be yours too, Yajnavalkya, you who have taught us that freedom from fear. Homage to you! These people of Videha and I myself—here we are at your service!" 3 One day Yajnavalkya paid a visit to Janaka, the king of Videha, thinking to himself, "I won't tell him." But once, when the two were engaged in a discus- sion about the daily fire sacrifice, Yajnavalkya had granted Janaka of Videha a wish. The wish he chose was the freedom to ask any question at will, and Yajnavalkya had granted it to him. So it was the king who now put the question to him first. 2 "Yajnavalkya, what is the source of light for a person here?" "The sun, Your Majesty, is his source of light," he replied. "It is by the light of the sun that a person sits down, goes about, does his work, and returns." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. 3 But when the sun has set, Yajnavalkya, what then is the source of light for a person here?" "The moon is then his source of light. It is by the light of the moon that a per- son sits down, goes about, does his work, and returns." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. 4 But when both the sun and the moon have set, Yajnavalkya, what then is the source of light for a person here?" "A fire is then his source of light. It is by the light of a fire that a person sits down, goes about, does his work, and returns." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. 5 But when both the sun and the moon have set, Yajnavalkya, and the fire has died out, what then is the source of light for a person here?" "The voice is then his source of light. It is by the light of the voice that a person sits down, goes about, does his work, and returns. Therefore, Your Majesty, when someone cannot make out even his own hand, he goes straightway toward the spot from where he hears a voice." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. 6 But when both the sun and the moon have set, the fire has died out, and the voice is stilled, Yajnavalkya, what then is the source of light for a person here?" "The self (atman) is then his source of light. It is by the light of the self that a person sits down, goes about, does his work, and returns." 7 "Which self is that?" "It is this person—the one that consists of perception among the vital functions (prana), the one that is the inner light within the heart. He travels across both worlds, being common to both. Sometimes he reflects, sometimes he flutters, for when he falls asleep he transcends this world, these visible forms of death. 8 When 111 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.15 at birth this person takes on a body, he becomes united with bad things, and when at death he leaves it behind, he gets rid of those bad things. 9 "Now, this person has just two places—this world and the other world. And there is a third, the place of dream where the two meet. Standing there in the place where the two meet, he sees both those places—this world and the other world. Now, that place serves as an entryway to the other world, and as he moves through that entryway he sees both the bad things and the joys. "This is how he dreams. He takes materials from the entire world and, taking them apart on his own and then on his own putting them back together, he dreams with his own radiance, with his own light. In that place this person becomes his own light. 10In that place there are no carriages, there are no tandems, and there are no roads; but he creates for himself carriages, tandems, and roads. In that place there are no joys, pleasures, or delights; but he creates for himself joys, pleasures, and delights. In that place there are no pools, ponds, or rivers; but he creates for himself pools, ponds, and rivers—for he is a creator. 11On this subject, there are these verses: Subduing by sleep the bodily realm, Remaining awake, he contemplates the sleeping senses. Taking the light, he returns to his place— The golden person! The single goose! 12 Guarding by breath the lower nest, The immortal roams outside the nest; The immortal goes wherever he wants— The golden person! The single goose! 13 Traveling in sleep to places high and low, The god creates many a visible form— now dallying with women, now laughing, now seeing frightful things. 14 All they see is his pleasure ground; But him no one sees at all. "So people say that one should not awaken a man who is sound asleep; it is very hard to cure anyone to whom that person has not returned. Now, people also say that this place of his is the same as the place he is in when he is awake, because one sees in a dream the same things one sees when one is awake. Here, in dream, a man becomes his own light." "Here, sir, I'll give you a thousand cows! But you'll have to tell me more than that to get yourself released!" 15 "Well, after this person has enjoyed himself and traveled around in that se- rene realm and seen for himself the good and the bad, he rushes along the same path and through the same opening back again to the realm of dream. Whatever he may 113 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.24 have seen in that serene realm does not follow him, because nothing sticks to this person." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. Here, sir, I'll give you a thousand cows! But you'll have to tell me more than that to get yourself released!" 16 "Well, after this person has enjoyed himself and traveled around in that realm of dream and seen for himself the good and the bad, he rushes along the same path and through the same opening back again to the realm where one is awake. What- ever he may have seen in that realm of dream does not follow him, because nothing sticks to this person." "Quite right, Yajnavalkya. Here, sir, I'll give you a thousand cows! But you'll have to tell me more than that to get yourself released!" 17 "Well, after this person has enjoyed himself and traveled around in this realm where one is awake and seen for himself the good and the bad, he rushes along the same path and through the same opening back again to the realm of dream. 18 "It is like this. As a large fish moves between both banks, the nearer and the farther, so this person moves between both realms, the realm of dream and the realm where one is awake. 19 "It is like this. As a hawk or an eagle, after flying around in the sky and get- ting tired, folds its wings and swoops down into its nest, so this person rushes into that realm where as he sleeps he has no desires and sees no dreams. 20 "Now, he has these veins called Hita. They are as fine as a hair split a thou- sandfold and are filled with white, blue, orange, green, and red fluid. Now, when people appear to kill or to vanquish him, when an elephant appears to chase him, or when he appears to fall into a pit, he is only ignorantly imagining dangers that he had seen while he was awake. But when he, appearing to be a god or a king, thinks 'I alone am this world! I am all!'—that is his highest world. 21 "Now, this is the aspect of his that is beyond what appears to be good, freed from what is bad, and without fear. "It is like this. As a man embraced by a woman he loves is oblivious to every- thing within or without, so this person embraced by the self (atman) consisting of knowledge is oblivious to everything within or without. "Clearly, this is the aspect of his where all desires are fulfilled, where the self is the only desire, and which is free from desires and far from sorrows. 22 "Here a father is not a father, a mother is not a mother, worlds are not worlds, gods are not gods, and Vedas are not Vedas. Here a thief is not a thief, an abortion- ist is not an abortionist, an outcaste is not an outcaste, a pariah is not a pariah, a recluse is not a recluse, and an ascetic is not an ascetic. Neither the good nor the bad follows him, for he has now passed beyond all sorrows of the heart. 23 "Now, he does not see anything here; but although he does not see, he is quite capable of seeing, for it is impossible for the seer to lose his capacity to see, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could see as something distinct and separate from himself. 24 "Nor does he smell anything here; but although he does not smell, he is quite capable of smelling, for it is impossible for the smeller to lose his capacity to smell, 115 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.3.33 for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could smell as something distinct and separate from himself. 25 "Nor does he taste anything here; but although he does not taste, he is quite capable of tasting, for it is impossible for the taster to lose his capacity to taste, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could taste as some- thing distinct and separate from himself. 26 "Nor does he speak anything here; but although he does not speak, he is quite capable of speaking, for it is impossible for the speaker to lose his capacity to speak, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could speak to as something distinct and separate from himself. 27 "Nor does he hear anything here; but although he does not hear, he is quite capable of hearing, for it is impossible for the hearer to lose his capacity to hear, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could hear as some- thing distinct and separate from himself. 28 "Nor does he think of anything here; but although he does not think, he is quite capable of thinking, for it is impossible for the thinker to lose his capacity to think, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here about which he could think as something distinct and separate from himself. 29 "Nor does he touch anything here; but although he does not touch, he is quite capable of touching, for it is impossible for the toucher to lose his capacity to touch, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could touch as something distinct and separate from himself. 30 "Nor does he perceive anything here; but although he does not perceive, he is quite capable of perceiving, for it is impossible for the perceiver to lose his capacity to perceive, for it is indestructible. But there isn't a second reality here that he could perceive as something distinct and separate from himself. 31 "When there is some other thing, then the one can see the other, the one can smell the other, the one can taste the other, the one can speak to the other, the one can hear the other, the one can think of the other, the one can touch the other, and the one can perceive the other. 32 "He becomes the one ocean, he becomes the sole seer! This, Your Majesty, is the world of brahman." So did Yajnavalkya instruct him. "This is his highest goal! This is his highest attainment! This is his highest world! This is his highest bliss! On just a fraction of this bliss do other creatures live. 33 "Among human beings, when someone is successful and rich, ruling over others and enjoying to the utmost all human pleasures—that is the highest bliss of human beings. Now, a hundred measures of such human bliss equal a single mea- sure of the bliss enjoyed by the ancestors who have won their world. And a hundred measures of the bliss enjoyed by the ancestors who have won their world equal a single measure of the bliss enjoyed in the world of the Gandharvas. A hundred measures of bliss enjoyed in the world of the Gandharvas equal a single measure of bliss enjoyed by gods-by-rites, that is, those who have become gods by performing rites. A hundred measures of bliss enjoyed by gods-by-rites equal a single measure of bliss enjoyed by gods-by-birth—and, one might add, by those who are learned in the Vedas and who are not crooked or lustful. A hundred measures_of bliss enjoyed 117 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.4.2 by gods-by-birth equal a single measure of bliss enjoyed in the world of Prajapati— and, one might add, by those who are learned in the Vedas and who are not crooked or lustful. A hundred measures of bliss enjoyed in the world of Prajapati equal a single measure of bliss enjoyed in the world of brahman—and, one might add, by those who are learned in the Vedas and who are not crooked or lustful. Now this, undoubtedly, is the highest bliss. This, Your Majesty, is the world of brahman." So said Yajnavalkya. "Here, sir, I'll give you a thousand cows! But you'll have to tell me more than that to get yourself released!" At this point Yajnavalkya became alarmed, thinking: "The king is really sharp! He has flushed me out of every cover." 34 Yajnavalkya continued: "After this person has enjoyed himself and traveled around in that realm of dream and seen for himself the good and the bad, he rushes along the same path and through the same opening back again to the realm where one is awake. 35 "It is like this. As a heavily loaded cart goes along creaking, so this bodily self (atman), saddled with the self (atman) of knowledge, goes along groaning as he is breathing his last. 36 Now a man grows feeble on account of either old age or sickness. "It is like this. As a mango or a fig or a berry detaches itself from its stem, so this person frees himself from these bodily parts and rushes along the same path and through the same opening back again to a new life (prana). 37 "It is like this. As soldiers, magistrates, equerries, and village headmen shout, 'He's arrived!' and 'Here he comes!' as they wait expectantly with food, drink, and lodging for a king who is about to arrive, so all beings shout, 'Brahman has arrived!' and 'Here comes brahman!' as they await a man who knows this. 38 "It is like this. As soldiers, magistrates, equerries, and village headmen throng around a king who is about to depart, so at the time of death all the vital functions (prana) throng around this self (atman) as he is breathing his last." 4 "Now, as this self (atman) grows steadily weaker and begins to lose conscious- ness, these vital functions (prana) throng around him. Taking into himself these particles of light, he descends back into the heart. When the person connected with sight turns back, the man loses his ability to perceive visible forms. 2 So people say: 'He's sinking; he can't see!'—'He's sinking; he can't smell!'—'He's sinking; he can't taste!'—'He's sinking; he can't speak!'—'He's sinking; he can't hear!'— 'He's sinking; he can't think!'—'He's sinking; he can't feel a touch!'—'He's sink- ing; he can't perceive!' Then the top of his heart lights up, and with that light the self exits through the eye or the head or some other part of the body. As he is de- parting, his lifebreath (prana) departs with him. And as his lifebreath departs, all his vital functions (prana) depart with it. He then descends into a state of mere awareness and develops into one who is thus endowed with perception. Then learning and rites, as well as memory, take hold of him. 119 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.4.8 3 "It is like this. As a caterpillar, when it comes to the tip of a blade of grass, reaches out to a new foothold and draws itself onto it, so the self (atman), after it has knocked down this body and rendered it unconscious, reaches out to a new foothold and draws itself onto it. 4 "It is like this. As a weaver, after she has removed the colored yarn, weaves a different design that is newer and more attractive, so the self, after it has knocked down this body and rendered it unconscious, makes for himself a different figure that is newer and more attractive—the figure of a forefather, or of a Gandharva, or of a god, or of Prajapati, or of brahman, or else the figure of some other being. 5 "Clearly, this self is brahman—this self that is made of perception, made of mind, made of sight, made of breath, made of hearing, made of earth, made of wa- ter, made of wind, made of space, made of light and the lightless, made of desire and the desireless, made of anger and the angerless, made of the righteous and the unrighteous; this self that is made of everything. Hence there is this saying: 'He's made of this. He's made of that.' What a man turns out to be depends on how he acts and on how he conducts himself. If his actions are good, he will turn into something good. If his actions are bad, he will turn into something bad. A man turns into something good by good action and into something bad by bad action. And so people say: 'A person here consists simply of desire.' A man resolves in accordance with his desire, acts in accordance with his resolve, and turns out to be in accor- dance with his action. 6On this point there is the following verse: A man who's attached goes with his action, to that very place to which his mind and character cling. Reaching the end of his action, of whatever he has done in this world— From that world he returns back to this world, back to action. "That is the course of a man who desires. "Now, a man who does not desire—who is without desires, who is freed from desires, whose desires are fulfilled, whose only desire is his self—-his vital functions (prana) do not depart. Brahman he is, and to brahman he goes. 7On this point there is the following verse: When they are all banished, those desires lurking in one's heart; Then a mortal becomes immortal, and attains brahman in this world. "It is like this. As a snake's slough, lifeless and discarded, lies on an anthill, so lies this corpse. But this noncorporeal and immortal lifebreath (prana) is nothing but brahman, nothing but light." "Here, sir, I'll give you a thousand cows!" said Janaka, the king of Videha. 8 "On this point there are the following verses: 121 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.4.17 There is an ancient path extremely fine and extending far; It has touched me, I've discovered it! By it they go up to the heavenly world released from here, wise men, knowers of brahman. 9 In it are the white and the blue, they say, the orange, green, and red. By brahman was this path discovered; By it goes the knower of brahman, the doer of good, the man of light. 10 Into blind darkness they enter, people who worship ignorance; And into still blinder darkness, people who delight in learning. 11 'Joyless' are those regions called, in blind darkness they are cloaked; Into them after death they go, men who are not learned or wise. 12 If a person truly perceives the self, knowing 'I am he'; What possibly could he want, Whom possibly could he love, that he should worry about his body? 13 The self has entered this body, this dense jumble; if a man finds him, recognizes him, He's the maker of everything—the author of all! The world is his—he's the world itself! 14 While we are still here, we have come to know it. If you've not known it, great is your destruction. Those who have known it—they become immortal. As for the rest—only suffering awaits them. 15 When a man clearly sees this self as god, the lord of what was and of what will be, He will not seek to hide from him. 16 Beneath which the year revolves together with its days, That the gods venerate as the light of lights, as life immortal. 17 In which are established the various groups of five, together with space; I take that to be the self— 123 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.4.23 I who have the knowledge, I who am immortal, I take that to be— the brahman, the immortal. 18 The breathing behind breathing, the sight behind sight, the hearing behind hearing, the thinking behind thinking— Those who know this perceive brahman, the first, the ancient. 19 With the mind alone must one behold it— there is here nothing diverse at all! From death to death he goes, who sees here any kind of diversity. 20 As just singular must one behold it— immeasurable and immovable. The self is spotless and beyond space, unborn, immense, immovable. 21 By knowing that very one a wise Brahmin should obtain insight for himself. Let him not ponder over a lot of words; it just tires the voice! 22 "This immense, unborn self is none other than the one consisting of percep- tion here among the vital functions (prana). There, in that space within the heart, he lies—the controller of all, the lord of all, the ruler of all! He does not become more by good actions or in any way less by bad actions. He is the lord of all! He is the ruler of creatures! He is the guardian of creatures! He is the dike separating these worlds so they would not mingle with each other. It is he that Brahmins seek to know by means of vedic recitation, sacrifice, gift-giving, austerity, and fasting. It is he, on knowing whom a man becomes a sage. It is when they desire him as their world that wandering ascetics undertake the ascetic life of wandering. "It was when they knew this that men of old did not desire offspring, reasoning: 'Ours is this self, and it is our world. What then is the use of offspring for us?' So they gave up the desire for sons, the desire for wealth, and the desire for worlds, and undertook the mendicant life. The desire for sons, after all, is the same as the desire for wealth, and the desire for wealth is the same as the desire for worlds—both are simply desires. "About this self (atman), one can only say 'not—, not—.' He is ungraspable, for he cannot be grasped. He is undecaying, for he is not subject to decay. He has nothing sticking to him, for he does not stick to anything. He is not bound; yet he neither trembles in fear nor suffers injury." "These two thoughts do not pass across this self at all: 'Therefore, I did some- thing bad'; and 'Therefore, I did something good.' This self, on the other hand, passes across both those; he is not burnt by anything that he has done or left undone. 23 The same point is made by this Rgvedic verse: 125 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.5.6 He is a Brahmin's eternal greatness— he's not made greater or smaller by action. It's his trail that one should get to know; And when a man knows him, he's no longer stained by bad deeds. "A man who knows this, therefore, becomes calm, composed, cool, patient, and collected. He sees the self (atman) in just himself (atman) and all things as the self. Evil does not pass across him, and he passes across all evil. He is not burnt by evil; he burns up all evil. He becomes a Brahmin—free from evil, free from stain, free from doubt. "He is the world of brahman, Your Majesty, and I have taken you to him." So said Yajnavalkya. "Here, sir, I'll give you the people of Videha together with myself to be your slaves!" 24 Now, this is the immense and unborn self, the eater of food and the giver of wealth. A man who knows this finds wealth. 25And this is the immense and unborn- self, unaging, undying, immortal, free from fear—the brahman. Brahman, surely, is free from fear, and a man who knows this undoubtedly becomes brahman that is free from fear. 5 Now, Yajnavalkya had two wives, Maitreyi and Katyayani. Of the two, Maitreyi was a woman who took part in theological discussions, while Katyayani's understanding was limited to womanly matters. One day, as he was preparing to undertake a different mode of life, 2 Yajnavalkya said: "Maitreyi, I am about to go away from this place. So come, let me make a settlement between you and Katyayani." 3 Maitreyi asked in reply: "If I were to possess the entire world filled with wealth, sir, would it, or would it not, make me immortal?" "No," said Yajnavalkya, "it will only permit you to live the life of a wealthy person. Through wealth one cannot expect immortality." 4 "What is the point in getting something that will not make me immortal?" re- torted Maitreyi. "Tell me instead, sir, all that you know." 5 Yajnavalkya said in reply: "You have always been very dear to me, and now you have made yourself even more so! Come, my lady, I will explain it to you. But while I am explaining, try to concentrate." 6 Then he spoke: "One holds a husband dear, you see, not out of love for the husband; rather, it is out of love for oneself (atman) that one holds a husband dear. One holds a wife dear not out of love for the wife; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds a wife dear. One holds children dear not out of love for the children; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds children dear. One holds wealth dear not out of love for wealth; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds wealth dear. One holds livestock dear not out of love for livestock; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds livestock dear. One holds the priestly power dear not out of love for the priestly power; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the priestly power 127 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.5.13 dear. One holds the royal power dear not out of love for the royal power; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the royal power dear. One holds the worlds dear not out of love for the worlds; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the worlds dear. One holds the gods dear not out of love for the gods; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the gods dear. One holds the Vedas dear not out of love for the Vedas; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the Ve- das dear. One holds beings dear not out of love for beings; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds beings dear. One holds the Whole dear not out of love for the Whole; rather, it is out of love for oneself that one holds the Whole dear. "You see, Maitreyi—it is one's self (atman) which one should see and hear, and on which one should reflect and concentrate. For when one has seen and heard one's self, when one has reflected and concentrated on one's self, one knows this whole world. 7 "May the priestly power forsake anyone who considers the priestly power to reside in something other than his self (atman). May the royal power forsake any- one who considers the royal power to reside in something other than his self. May the worlds forsake anyone who considers the worlds to reside in something other than his self. May the gods forsake anyone who considers the gods to reside in something other than his self. May the Vedas forsake anyone who considers the Vedas to reside in something other than his self. May beings forsake anyone who considers beings to reside in something other than his self. May the Whole forsake anyone who considers the Whole to reside in something other than his self. "All these—the priestly power, the royal power, worlds, gods, beings, the Whole—all that is nothing but this self. 8 "It is like this. When a drum is being beaten, you cannot catch the external sounds; you catch them only by getting hold of the drum or the man beating it. 9Or when a conch is being blown, you cannot catch the external sounds; you catch them only by getting hold of the conch or the man blowing it. 10Or when a lute is being played, you cannot catch the external sounds; you catch them only by getting hold of the lute or the man playing it. 11 "It is like this. As clouds of smoke billow from a fire lit with damp fuel, so indeed the Rgveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda, the Atharva-Angirasa, histories, ancient tales, sciences, hidden teachings (upanisad), verses, aphorisms, explanations, glosses, sacrifices, oblations, offerings of food and drink, this world, the other world, and all beings—all these are the exhalation of this Immense Being. And all these are the inhalation of that very Being. 12 "It is like this. As the ocean is the point of convergence of all the waters, so the skin is the point of convergence of all sensations of touch; the nostrils, of all odors; the tongue, of all tastes; sight, of all visible appearances; hearing, of all sounds; the mind, of all thoughts; the heart, of all sciences; the hands, of all activi- ties; the sexual organ, of all pleasures; the anus, of all excretions; the feet, of all travels; and speech, of all the Vedas. 13 "It is like this. As a mass of salt has no distinctive core and surface; the whole thing is a single mass of flavor—so indeed, my dear, this self has no distinc- tive core and surface; the whole thing is a single mass of cognition. It arises out of 129 Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 4.6.3 and together with these beings and disappears after them—so I say, after death there is no awareness." After Yajnavalkya said this, 14Maitreyi exclaimed: "Now, sir, you have utterly confused me! I cannot perceive this at all." He replied: "Look—I haven't said anything confusing. This self, you see, is imperishable; it has an indestructible nature. 15 For when there is a duality of some kind, then the one can see the other, the one can smell the other, the one can taste the other, the one can greet the other, the one can hear the other, the one can think of the other, the one can touch the other, and the one can perceive the other. When, however, the Whole has become one's very self (atman), then who is there for one to see and by what means? Who is there for one to smell and by what means? Who is there for one to taste and by what means? Who is there for one to greet and by what means? Who is there for one to hear and by what means? Who is there for one to think of and by what means? Who is there for one to touch and by what means? Who is there for one to perceive and by what means? "By what means can one perceive him by means of whom one perceives this whole world? "About this self (atman), one can only say 'not—, not—.' He is ungraspable, for he cannot be grasped. He is undecaying, for he is not subject to decay. He has nothing sticking to him, for he does not stick to anything. He is not bound; yet he neither trembles in fear nor suffers injury. "Look—by what means can one perceive the perceiver? There, I have given you the instruction, Maitreyi. That's all there is to immortality." After saying this, Yajnavalkya went away. 6 Now the lineage: Pautimasya from Gaupavana; Gaupavana from Pautimasya; Pautimasya from Gaupavana; Gaupavana from Kausika; Kausika from Kaundinya; Kaundinya from Sandilya; Sandilya from Kausika and Gautama; Gautama 2 from Agnivesya; Agnivesya from Gargya; Gargya from Gargya; Gargya from Gautama; Gautama from Saitava; Saitava from Parasaryayana; Parasaryayana from Gargyayana; Gargyayana from Uddalakayana; Uddalakayana from Jabalayana; Jabalayana from Madhyandinayana; Madhyandinayana from Saukarayana; Saukarayana from Kasayana; Kasayana from Sayakayana; Sayakayana from Kausikayani; Kausikayani 3 from Ghrtakausika; Ghrtakausika from Parasaryayana; Parasaryayana from Parasarya; Parasarya from Jatukarnya; Jatukarnya from Asurayana and Yaska; Asurayana from Traivani; Traivani from Aupajandhani; Aupajandhani from Asuri; Asuri from Bharadvaja; Bharadvaja from Atreya; Atreya from Manti; Manti from Gautama; Gautama from Gautama; Gautama from Vatsya; Vatsya from Sandilya; Sandilya from Kaisorya Kapya; Kaisorya Kapya from Kumaraharita; Kumaraharita from Galava; Galava from Vidarbhikaundinya;Vidarbhikaundinya from Vatsanapat Babhrava; Vatsanapat Babhrava from Pathin Saubhara; Pathin Saubhara from Ayasya Angirasa; Ayasya Angirasa from Abhuti Tvastra; Abhuti Tvastra from Visvarupa Tvastra; Visvarupa Tvastra from the two Asvins; the two Asvins from Dadhyanc Atharvana; Dadhyanc Atharvana from Atharvan Daiva; Atharvan Daiva 131 
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